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Abstract: This article explores a method for evaluating the achievement of learning effectiveness based on virtual reality technology.

The research analyzed the design and construction of a virtual learning environment, data collection of learner behavior, data analysis

and evaluation methods, evaluation indicators and personalized feedback, as well as a case study of a virtual learning evaluation

system. By using virtual reality technology to create an immersive learning environment, learners can gain an immersive learning

experience, and evaluators can accurately record learners' behavior and performance. The learning effectiveness evaluation method

based on virtual reality technology can improve learning effectiveness and teaching quality, promote educational innovation and

development. These research results are of great significance for the evaluation of virtual learning effectiveness and personalized

teaching in the field of education.
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1. Background Introduction
In the current information age, the field of education is gradually benefiting from the popularization and in-depth application of

information technology. Educational institutions and learners both pursue the use of information technology to improve learning

outcomes and teaching quality. Information technology not only plays a positive role in the learning process, but also plays a crucial

role in evaluating and providing feedback on learning outcomes. It can guide learners' learning process and improve educational

practices. In this context, exploring methods for evaluating the achievement of learning outcomes based on virtual reality technology

has become particularly important.

In the academic community, some studies have explored learning effectiveness evaluation methods based on virtual reality

technology. For example, Professor Otto Peters from Germany proposed a learning effectiveness evaluation method based on virtual

laboratories, which evaluates learners' experimental skills and knowledge mastery through their behavioral data in virtual laboratories.

In addition, Liu Qianying from Shandong First Medical University studied a language learning environment based on virtual reality

technology and proposed a learning effectiveness evaluation method based on speech recognition and emotion analysis [2].

Previous research has demonstrated the potential of virtual reality technology in learning effectiveness evaluation. However, there

are still some challenges and issues, such as the design and construction of virtual learning environments. Therefore, this study will

further explore these issues and propose a more comprehensive and accurate evaluation method for learning effectiveness based on

information technology.

2. Design and Construction of Virtual Learning Environment
In order to evaluate learning effectiveness and provide personalized learning assessments, we need to design and construct a

virtual learning environment suitable for specific learning domains. Generally, the following design points and principles can be

referenced to ensure that learners can achieve a highly immersive learning experience.

Firstly, we need to conduct a needs analysis to understand the characteristics of learners, learning objectives, and subject

characteristics. This includes determining the learning content, teaching objectives, and learning tasks, as well as determining the
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virtual environment functions and interaction requirements required by learners.

Secondly, attention needs to be paid to the design and construction of virtual environments. Based on the results of the

requirements analysis, we can start designing the various components of the virtual learning environment. This includes the selection

and design of virtual scenes, the creation of virtual characters and objects, and the definition of interaction methods. After the design is

completed, we can use relevant software and tools to build a virtual learning environment.

In the process of building a virtual environment, we also need to pay attention to user interface and interaction design. The user

interface should be intuitive, easy to operate, and provide clear guidance and navigation, as well as interactive ways to interact with

objects in the virtual environment.

Finally, after the construction of the virtual learning environment is completed, we need to test and optimize it. This includes

testing the stability and performance of the virtual environment, collecting user feedback and opinions, and making further

improvements and optimizations based on the feedback results.

Through the above design and construction steps, we can create a virtual learning environment similar to the actual learning scene,

providing learners with a more immersive learning experience. The design and construction of a virtual learning environment is a key

step in achieving evaluation of learning effectiveness based on information technology.

3. Learner behavior data collection
In order to obtain accurate and detailed evaluation results of learning effectiveness, we need to collect behavioral data of learners

in a virtual learning environment. The following are the methods and related precautions for collecting learner behavior data to ensure

the effectiveness and reliability of the data.

Sensors and devices: In a virtual learning environment, multiple sensors and devices can be used to collect learner behavior data.

For example, a headworn monitor can track learners' head movements and gaze points, a handle or glove can record learners' hand

movements, and a heart rate monitor can monitor learners' heart rate changes.

Behavior data recording: in the virtual learning environment, various behavior data of learners can be recorded, such as head

movements, hand movements, fixation points, heart rate changes, etc. These data can be obtained in real-time through sensors and

devices, and stored in a database for subsequent analysis. It should be noted that reasonable calibration and verification should be

carried out during the data recording process.

Behavior data analysis: The collected learner behavior data needs to be analyzed to extract information about the learning process

and learning outcomes. Behavioral data can be processed and interpreted using methods such as data mining, machine learning, and

statistical analysis.

Data privacy and ethics: When collecting learner behavior data, it is necessary to strictly comply with relevant data privacy and

ethical regulations. It is necessary to ensure the anonymity and confidentiality of data, and obtain the informed consent of learners. At

the same time, it is necessary to process and store data reasonably to ensure its security and compliance.

4. Data analysis and evaluation methods
In order to accurately evaluate learning effectiveness, we need to use appropriate data analysis and evaluation methods. These

methods can provide strong support for the evaluation of learning effectiveness based on information technology.

Descriptive statistical analysis: Descriptive statistical analysis is a method of describing and summarizing learner behavior data as

a whole. By calculating statistical indicators such as mean, standard deviation, and frequency distribution of data, we can understand

the behavior patterns and trends of learners.

Correlation analysis: Correlation analysis is used to discover the correlations and patterns between learners' behaviors. By

analyzing learner behavior data, we can determine the correlation between different behaviors, which can help us understand the

causal relationship between learner behavior and learning outcomes, and provide targeted improvement strategies and suggestions.

Machine learning methods: Machine learning methods can be used to construct predictive models and predict learning outcomes

by learning patterns and patterns of learner behavior data. Common machine learning algorithms include decision trees, support vector

machines, neural networks, etc.

Learning effectiveness evaluation: Learning effectiveness evaluation is a method of objectively evaluating learners' learning
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effectiveness. By comparing with pre-set learning goals and standards, we can assess whether learners have achieved the expected

learning outcomes.

Feedback and improvement suggestions: Based on the results of data analysis and learning effectiveness evaluation, we can

provide targeted feedback and improvement suggestions to learners. By analyzing learners' behavioral data and learning outcomes, we

can identify their strengths and weaknesses, and provide corresponding improvement strategies and learning support to promote their

learning outcomes.

5. Evaluation indicators and personalized feedback
In order to accurately evaluate learners' learning outcomes and provide personalized feedback, we need to select appropriate

evaluation indicators and develop corresponding feedback mechanisms. On top of this, we can accurately evaluate the learning

effectiveness of learners and provide targeted feedback and suggestions. These methods can help learners optimize learning strategies

and improve learning outcomes, thereby achieving the goal of evaluating the achievement of learning outcomes based on information

technology.

Learning effectiveness evaluation indicators: Learning effectiveness evaluation indicators are the standards and indicators used to

measure learners' learning outcomes. Common evaluation indicators include knowledge mastery, learning effectiveness, and learning

progress. Learning effectiveness can be evaluated through tests, homework grading, project outcome evaluation, and other methods.

Personalized feedback: Personalized feedback refers to providing targeted feedback and suggestions based on the individual

characteristics and learning situation of learners. By analyzing learners' behavioral data and learning effectiveness evaluation results,

we can identify their strengths and weaknesses and provide personalized feedback to them.

Real time feedback: Real time feedback is a mechanism that provides timely feedback and suggestions during the learning

process. By utilizing sensors and devices in a virtual learning environment, we can monitor learners' behavior and status in real-time

and provide immediate feedback based on their performance.

Visual feedback: Visual feedback presents learners' learning outcomes to them through charts, graphs, images, and other forms.

Through visual feedback, learners can intuitively understand their learning progress, weak areas, and improvement directions.

6. Case Analysis of Virtual Learning Evaluation System
Labster: Labster is a virtual laboratory platform that provides virtual laboratory experiences in various scientific and engineering

fields. This helps educational institutions evaluate the effectiveness of courses, understand students' learning needs, and provide

personalized learning support and feedback in a targeted manner. In addition, Labster provides students with a safe, practical, and

exploratory environment to enhance their abilities in experimental operations and scientific thinking. The functions of this platform

mainly include the following aspects:

1) Experimental operation evaluation: Labster provides a virtual laboratory environment where students can conduct various

experimental operations. By documenting students' operations and decisions in virtual laboratories, Labster is able to evaluate students'

performance in experimental operations. This assessment can help educational institutions understand students' mastery of

experimental techniques and procedures, as well as their abilities in experimental design and data analysis.

2) Knowledge understanding assessment: Labster's experimental scenario combines theoretical knowledge and practical

operations, and students need to use relevant knowledge to reason and solve problems during the experimental process. By evaluating

students' knowledge understanding and application abilities in experiments, Labster can provide feedback on their understanding of

subject concepts.

Simtics: Provides a virtual medical simulation experience aimed at evaluating and cultivating the clinical skills of medical

students. It covers multiple medical fields. Through Simtics' virtual simulation evaluation, students can gain a more immersive

practical experience and improve clinical skills in a safe environment. The functions of this platform mainly include the following

aspects:

1) Clinical skill assessment: Simtics uses virtual simulation technology to simulate real-world clinical scenarios, such as

operations and skills in the fields of medicine and nursing. Students can operate in a virtual environment and receive immediate

feedback in simulated scenarios. This assessment can help students familiarize themselves with the operational steps, improve their
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skill levels, and provide quantitative evaluation results.

2) Autonomous learning assessment: Simtics provides students with opportunities for autonomous learning. Students can explore

and practice clinical operations in a virtual environment according to their own progress and interests. The Simtics system tracks

students' learning progress and performance, evaluating their level of mastery in the autonomous learning process. This evaluation

method can help students manage their learning independently, identify their own weaknesses and improvement directions.

3) Evaluation report and data analysis: The Simtics system can generate evaluation reports and data analysis, providing

educational institutions and teachers with evaluation results of students' clinical skills. Educational institutions can use these reports

and data to evaluate the effectiveness of courses, understand students' learning progress and needs, and provide personalized learning

guidance and support.

7. Conclusion
The evaluation method of learning achievement based on virtual reality technology is of great significance in the field of

education. It provides an immersive learning experience, opportunities for practical operation and skill development, as well as

quantifiable evaluation and personalized learning support. These characteristics can promote learner engagement, improve learning

outcomes, and provide targeted teaching improvement strategies for educators. I hope that the results and conclusions of this study

have reference value for researchers and educational practitioners in related fields, and promote the further development and

application of learning effectiveness evaluation based on virtualization technology.
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